My "Crystal Ball"
By Anna Von Reitz

Some people accuse me of sorcery. How could I know what I know, just sitting out in the sticks in
Big Lake, Alaska? I must be "connected" to some intelligence gathering community, must be an
agent of some kind, etc.
Believe me, the agencies have been up my rump for years, tracking every communication,
following every trail, trying to discover my "intel" contacts--- and to no avail.
The truth is that I just use my head, listen, look, and talk to my friends who are similarly employed
with the task of researching the past, observing the present, and, in a sense, predicting the
future.
If you have the first two parts --- the research into the past and observation of the present, it's not
too hard to make good guesses about the future, particularly because the Svengalis in the back
room are not really that bright or creative.
They constantly repeat scams that have worked for them in the past. The present situation is just
a variation of what they pulled to bring on The Great Depression---- with the same goals in mind,
too.
They want to crash the economy using the Covid-19 excuse, so that the people will be reduced to
suffering and poverty and dependence on the government. They, the bankers and shakers, can
then come in and buy up everything for pennies on the dollar.
Just like The Great Depression, only instead of crashing the stock market, they are using "Covid19" to do the same thing.
They also want to bring on World War III using the Chinese. First, they trick the Chinese into hiring
on to act as the world's policemen; under the direction of the UN CORP and its franchises, the
Chinese are slated to replace the Americans as the Cheap Mercenaries needed to coerce and
oppress all the other countries.
The Chinese need some kind of work for their million man Army.
Meanwhile, the Americans (and everyone else on the planet) are waking up to the threat and
bridling against the UN CORP and the Chinese Mercenary Police idea. People aren't liking the
Corporate Feudalism that is built into the UN Agenda, either.
The Vermin plan to get the depopulation and "ecological advancement" they want out of China by
misleading the Chinese into war with the West.
They are funding all this via counterfeiting "US DOLLARS" --- Obummer gave them the printing
presses, engraving plates, inks, papers, etc., to do it, and so, they are just churning out cash by
the container load and shipping it all over the world like manure. Ship High in Transit.
They launder this bogus windfall by investing in "assets" of all kinds, human and otherwise, to
build legitimate asset bases, that they then employ to do the dirty work. It has taken them about
twenty years to get this far with it.

They were obviously helped to do all this by manipulating the elections in Obummer's favor in the
first place, by corruption of the corporate Boards of Directors directing the operations of the FBI
and CIA, and by using the abundant cash to buy off naval and ground force support in our own
dear military.
Herr Rothschild and Monsieur Rockefeller simply hired the Chinese and enabled them to print USD,
and now, plan to pit them against the West, fund both sides of the debacle, and profit themselves
while getting the depopulation so cherished by the Pope.
From their perspective, it's all win, win, win. From our perspective, it's all lose, lose, lose.
In recent days, people have asked me what I think about Donald Trump and what he is doing?
I've been tracking Donald Trump's performance since he stepped foot in the Oval Office. Trump
has steadfastly either accomplished or made a good faith effort to accomplish everything he
promised the voters. Only one major thing remains --- to drain the Swamp.
Now, I can't prove it for sure, but if I were to lay odds, I would bet that he is doing what he
promised to do at this very moment. And I would bet that as of Monday, December 14, Trump
wins no matter what else happens in the world.
That triumph may be muffled, even silenced, but it will come just like the silent sweep of the
hands on a digital clock.
Whether this is good or bad, depends a lot on China and its leadership.
Will they realize that their government has been undermined from within?
Will they see that instead of being Good Fellas bearing gifts and labor contracts and printing
presses from the US Mint, their new friends are parasites intent on finding a new host?
Will both "the USA---Incorporated" and China refuse to take the same old bait?
Will they whirl around back-to-back, and destroy the common enemy of all mankind----the Vermin,
instead? What part will valiant India play --- again? What part will Turkey's million man army
play?
We tend to forget, but Turkey has an army well-able to counteract anything that China can do,
already booted up and poised to move. And the two forces have a Bad Blood memory between
them. In Korea, the Turks got no business from the Chinese, who actively (and wisely) avoided
Turkish detachments like the Bubonic Plague.
So, in a one-to-one slugfest, a million man Chinese Army versus a million man Turkish Army---well,
it doesn't look good for the Chinese.
I've said from the beginning that this is not about politics. It's not about race or religion. It's not
even about money or corporate profits. It's about crime and criminals benefiting themselves at
everyone else's expense.
As a result, the appropriate response isn't WWIII.
The appropriate and logical response is to play the bankers and their backers and all the criminals
employed by the Vermin and give them enough rope to hang themselves.
And then, arrest them as the criminals they are, men and women of all nations, who have acted as
criminals and betrayed their own countries for gold---- or what passes for it. \
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